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CANDIDATE PREPARATION MATERIAL
In this exercise you have five pages of preparatory information:
• Instructions for the written exercise
• A memo from Ashley Cheema, Operations Manager at The Westshire Centre
• A map of The Westshire Centre West Mall
• A letter from Tim Fowler, Manager of The Great Outdoors store
• A letter from Alison Price, Manager of the Select Music store.
During the written exercise you will write a proposal document for Ashley
Cheema.
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Candidate Instructions
Written Exercise – Stores In Conflict
In this exercise, you need to prepare a proposal document for Ashley Cheema,
Operations Manager at The Westshire Centre. In the proposal document you
need to write about issues relating to the topic of the exercise and make
suggestions to resolve them. The specific considerations you will be asked to
write about will be outlined in the exercise.
A memo on the next page outlines the written exercise. Do not turn over this
page until you are told to do so.
Please be aware of the following points:
•

You must produce the first page of your written response on the Proposal
Document Template provided and any extra pages on the lined paper
provided

•

You may make rough notes

•

Rough notes and any other papers that you do not want to be assessed must
have a diagonal line drawn from one corner of the page to the other. Draw a
line through any words that you do not want to be assessed

•

You must hand all paper to the invigilator at the end of the exercise.

You will have 20 minutes to complete the exercise. The finishing time for the
exercise will be displayed at the front of the room.
Please write your full candidate number in the space provided on the Proposal
Document Template. If you use any extra pages, please write your full
candidate number at the top right hand corner of each page.
You will be told when there are five minutes left and again when there is one
minute left.
There are more pens and paper available if you need them.
Please write clearly to allow your response to be marked accurately.
If you finish the exercise early, please stay in your seat.

Do not turn over until you are told
to do so.
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Memo
To:

‘Candidate’, Customer Services Officer

From:

Ashley Cheema, Operations Manager

Date:

‘today’

Re:

Stores in Conflict

An issue was brought to my attention some weeks ago involving two stores in
The Westshire Centre, that are in conflict about the use of a delivery lift. There
is only one delivery lift available for both stores to use, and as such there is
some conflict about them using the lift at the same time.
This has been going on for several months, and I will be meeting with the
managers from both The Great Outdoors and Select Music stores next week to
try and resolve this situation. I have asked each of the two managers to send
me a letter outlining their main concerns which I have attached. I have also
attached a map of the two stores and the location of the delivery area, lift and
the stairs for your information.
Due to other work commitments I am unable to prepare for this meeting myself.
Please could you produce a proposal document outlining the main issues and
their implications, and suggest ways to resolve this situation.
Regards

Ashley Cheema
Operations Manager
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Plan of The Westshire Centre West Mall, showing the location of
Select Music and The Great Outdoors on the First Floor and the
delivery area, lift and the stairs on the Ground Floor.
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THE GREAT OUTDOORS
To: Ashley Cheema
The Westshire Centre Operations Manager

Date: ‘three days ago’

Dear Ashley
Further to our conversation regarding the recent conflict with Select Music I am
writing to outline my concerns as requested.
Due to problems with access, I am no longer speaking to the manager of the
store next door, Select Music. Over the last few months the manager of Select
Music has constantly nagged at me about the amount we use the lift. I believe
we are working appropriately in using the lift for our deliveries and not using it
unnecessarily. Anyway this is a bigger store than Select Music and our rent is
twice as much as theirs. I admit we sometimes jam the lift doors open, but we
have to because we have so much in each delivery and they always try to call
the lift back up. I’m sure they do it on purpose just to annoy us.
That woman from Select Music, Alison Price, is becoming a real pain in the neck.
I don’t see why she and her staff have such a problem with the lift. We have
three deliveries a day and Select Music only have one. Their delivery boxes are
much smaller than ours, because they only have a few CDs to take up to the
store.
We have large boxes full of camping equipment, which would be
impossible to carry up the stairs. Anyway I don’t know what she is complaining
about. She never carries any of the boxes, because she gets all her male shop
assistants to carry everything for her.
I hope you can get this sorted out as soon as possible, and tell that woman to
stop having a go at me all the time.
Yours sincerely

Tim Fowler
Manager, The Great Outdoors
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SELECT MUSIC
To: Ashley Cheema
The Westshire Centre Operations Manager

Date: ‘two days ago’

Dear Ashley
Please find attached my viewpoint as requested, regarding the recent conflict
with The Great Outdoors. I apologise that you have been brought in to try and
resolve the situation. I just wish that The Great Outdoors could be mature and
admit that they are in the wrong.
Although my store is a little smaller than The Great Outdoors, I do not see why
they should have the power to control the lift. I really do not understand why
they need so many deliveries each day, it’s not as though they sell as much as
Select Music.
There is only myself and two male shop assistants working, so when we have to
resort to carrying the deliveries up and down the stairs when lifts are jammed, it
takes staff off the shop floor. Being a really popular music store, we are of
course a target for shoplifters and I am convinced that the recent increase in
shoplifting from Select Music is the result of this delivery fiasco, with my staff
being taken off the shop floor. I can’t really see that The Great Outdoors could
be a target for shoplifters, as who really wants to steal waterproof jackets and
tent pegs?
The stairs that we have to use when the lifts are jammed are located right next
to their shop so really shouldn’t they be the ones using the stairs. I hope you
can help me get this matter sorted and help The Great Outdoors see some
sense.
Yours sincerely

Alison Price
Manager, Select Music
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All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, modified,
amended, stored in any retrieval system or transmitted, in any form or by
any means, without the prior written permission of the National Policing
Improvement Agency or its representative.
The above restrictions do not apply to police forces or authorities, which are
authorised to use this material for official, non-profit-making purposes only.
Police forces are permitted to use the trade marks in training materials, as
long as they are for national police forces and not foreign police forces or
external organisations.
Westshire®, West Ferry®, Blackness®, Sandford®, Pullingford® and Police
SEARCH® represent registered trademarks owned by the Home Secretary.
All rights of action in relation to unauthorised use remain fully reserved.
For additional copies or to enquire about the content of the document,
please contact the Recruit Team on 01423 876633 or
recruit@npia.pnn.police.uk.
For copyright specific enquiries, please telephone the NPIA National Police
Library on 01256 602650.
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